It is shown that some modification of the fixed point theorem of Browder, Gohde and Kirk remains valid on star-shaped domains as well. Additionally, we will give an iteration scheme for the approximation of some fixed point of the mapping under consideration. Finally, in connection with the result above, two characterizations of inner product spaces will be obtained.
Introduction
In the fixed point theory of non-expansive mappings the related domains are often supposed to be convex. The used methods, however, mostly don't carry over to not necessarily convex domains like, e.g., star-shaped sets. A well-known access for star-shaped domains consists in trying to find almost fixed points and to ensure their convergence to an actual fixed point. Besides results of Dotson [16, 17] and Guseman and Peters [25] , who assumed the domain A to be compact, which is rather restrictive, we call attention to the.works of Göhde [23, 24] , Crandall and Pazy [10] and Reinermann [37] , where A is a closed bounded and star-shaped subset of a Hilbert space. Motivated by these works the question occurs whether the famous Browder-Gbhde-Kirk Theorem [5, 22, 31] ("every non-expansive selfmapping of a closed, bounded and convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space has at least one fixed point") remains true, if the domain is assumed to be merely star-shaped. A positive answer was given by Muller and Reinermann [33] in case of a reflexive Banach space admitting a weakly sequentially continuous duality mapping. For further fixed point results on non-convex domains see, e.g., [9,19.27,36] .
In Section 1, we will give another version of the Browder-Göhde-Kirk Theorem, holding true on star-shaped subsets of a reflexive Kadec-Klee space, by sharpening the assumptions made on the operator (Theorem 1.16). After a short discussion of the necessity of the several assumptions (Section 2), we present some applications of the results derived in Section 1 (Section 3). In Section 4 we deal with an explicit iteration scheme due to Halpern [26] and finally, in Section 5, we examine the relations between non-expansive, pseudo-contractive and the new defined (see Section 1) nearly pseudocontractive mappings.
Conventions: Throughout this paper all normed spaces are assumed to be real Banach spaces. Let (E, 11 . fl) be a normed space, A C E, (x0 )E E', x, z0 E E, r > 0 and T: A -+ E. We denote by (E, III) the strong dual space of E equipped with the-usual operator norm, convA, öiiVA, A, t9A stand for the convex hull, the closed convex hull, the closure and the boundary of A, respectively. The weak and strong convergence of (s n ) to z is indicated by s,,-s and z,, -x, respectively, and if we just say that (zn) converges to z we will always mean that s, -' z. We use the abbreviation Fi.xT for the fixed point set of 7' and denote the closed ball of radius r around xo by B(xo, r Assume furthermore that Xm E f1nm for all in > n. Then (11 x011) is non-decreasing.
We will keep to the abbreviations above throughout the whole paper.
Proof: For m> n we have /Am < An and so r >0. Proof: If there is n E LW such that x = 0, then Xm E 1Z,m = {0} for all in > n and so (.rm) -0. We now assume that z, 54 0 for all n E BV. From Lemma 1.6 and the boundedness of (x) we know that (IIxI) converges to some a 0 and that J1xn1J !^ for all n E LW. Fix in > n now. Then II x II, II X mII < a and e := 2 II x II > 0. Since Xe, X E fZnm , we have (Xn + Xm )/2 E fI nm, and since R[znm, rnm](0) x, (see above), it follows from Lemma 1.5 that II x + X mIi ^! 2 11x I = e. Hence (see Remark 1.3)
IXn -ZmJ !^ 2(1 -6(2IIxII/a))a for all in > n. Since the right side is independent of m and tends to 2(1 -6(2))a = 0 for n -o, we conclude that (x) is a Cauchy sequence and the result follows I Next, we wish to show that, in case of a reflexive Kadec-Klee space, it is possible to ensure the convergence of a subsequence, although we can't guarantee that the whole sequence converges. Proof: Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1.7 it follows that (IIxJI) converges to some a 0. Since x-x, we have flxfl <lim inf II x I = a. Fix n € iN now. For m> n we have anm C an,m+i, because for in> n and YE nm we have n/Pm+1 Pn/Pm > 0 and
and therefore y E 2n,m+i It follows that Xm E 11nm C fL for all i > n and all in E In + 1,...,i}. Taking into account the convexity of £2,, we conclude Fo -n -vl xm In <m<ij Cilni fori> n. So, fori> nand ZEEiiV{Zm In<m<i}, we have flz -r,, and therefore U z it ^! tI z ,Il -li z -z, II zniJI -r, = Ix,fl. Since (xm)m>n -x, we know that x E TiV Ix. Im > n}, and from the considerations above it follows ftV ^! II x II (letting i tend to infinity). Since n was arbitrary, we conclude II x II a and thus II x II = a. Hence tI x II -+ II x II . I Theorem 1.10: Let (E, III) be a reflexive Kadec-Klee space, (1)E(0, co)z strictly decreasing and (x) E E"1 bounded, with xm E B(znm,rnm) for all in > n. Then (x) possesses a convergent subsequence (r,.j.
Proof: As already shown in the proof of Theorem 1.7, we may assume that x, 9 6 0 for all n € iN. Since (E, 11 . ) is reflexive and (x) is bounded, there exists an x E E and some subsequence (x) of (x e ) such that x v, , -r (Pettis' theorem). We may assume 'P to be strictly increasing, so that Ux,. II -l x ii by Lemma 1.9. Since (E, liii) is a KadecKlee space, the result follows I Note that in [28] there is given the following example of an infinite-dimensional reflexive Kadec-Klee space (E, fl ) which is not uniformly convex: Using Lemma 1.13 (existence of almost fixed points) and Theorem 1.14 we will be able to state our first fixed point result for non-expansive nearly pseudo-contractive mappings (Theorem 1.16). 
), and T : A -t E non-expansive with T(OA) C A. Then for each n C IN there is exactly one
In E A such that I n = ATx,,.
CA because of the star-shapedness of A. Since the mapping T is non-expansive, we conclude hiTx -TyIi 15 An III -il for all x, y E A, and it follows from the classical contraction principle in the form of Assad [1] that T has exactly one fixed point x,, E A U Theorem 1.14: Let Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that 0 is a star point of A. It follows from Lemma 1.13 that for each n E iN there is exactly one x,., E A such that xn = )nTxn, where (e.g.) A n = 1 -1/n. Since A is bounded, (x) is bounded too and applying Theorem 1.14 we are done I Remark 1.17: In case of a uniformly convex Banach space and a convex subset A of E it is a consequence of the Browder-Göhde-Kirk Theorem (see Introduction), that the assumption "T nearly pseudo-contractive" may be dropped.
Necessity of the assumptions made in Theorem 1.16
The question occurs whether we may weaken the assumptions made in Theorem 1.16. With the help of simple counter-examples (cf. [36: page 67/68]) one easily sees that we can't dispense with any of the assumptions "T(aA) C A", "A bounded", "A closed" and "A star-shaped". We also can't drop the property that (E, J) is a reflexive KadecKlee space, as the following example due to Göhde [22] will show. Let Define T: A -* E as follows:
From [22] we know that A is closed, bounded and convex, T(A) C A, T non-expansive and Fix = 0. It remains to show that T is nearly pseudo-contractive. But this can be easily seen, observing Ix -Al ,5 Ix + Al for all A 0 and all x > 0 and 
i.e. lI r -II <ll( r -y) + A((id -T)x -(id -T)y)II.

By a lemma of Schöneberg [40: page 241 this means that T is pseudo-contractive I
The following result of Deimling (14] 
and T : A -E non-expansive with T(8A) C A. Suppose that the set C = { y E T(A) I u(Tz -z) > 0 for all u E JE( y -z) } is bounded and assume furthermore that (a) or (b) holds, where (a) (E, fl) possesses a weakly sequentially continuous duality mapping (b) (E, II II) is a reflexive Kadec-Klee space and T is nearly pseudo-contractive.
Then FixT 0 0.
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that z = 0 and TO J 0. It follows from Lemma 1.13 that for each nE1N there exists a unique zEA such that x,, = where A n = 1 -1/n. Then, for u E J(Tx), we have 
On an iteration scheme due to Halpern
Let us introduce some abbreviations (see Halpern [26] ). A sequence (An) is said to fulfill condition (Hal) if ( Proof: Set ji,, = 1/An -1 for all n E 1W. From Section 1 (see Lemma 1.13, Theorem 1.14, Theorem 1.7) we already know that (1) and (2) hold. Since An > 0 and T is nearly pseudo-contractive, we conclude that for all z € Fix
Note that (zn ) is well-defined, because T(A)
Since PnZn = TXn -Zn and Tz = z, it follows that II/.h n Zn + /.4n(2n -z )II :5 II/m n Xn -J.4n(Zn -z)II, hence p ntI 2x n -Z II f^, i4nIIZII and therefore II x II ^! 112Z n -z il ^! 2 II Z nII -IkII which implies -that fl z II ^! II ZnII . Letting n tend to infinity, it follows that j i z il ^! jjqjj U Contrary to Theorem 17, Theorem 1.10 just supplies a convergent subsequence. Therefore we can't expect that the theorem above is still true in arbitrary reflexive Kadec-Klee spaces. Nevertheless, we have 
Then the assertion of Theorem 4.2 holds.
Proof. Since A is closed and convex, (E, f) is strictly convex and T is nonexpansive, we know from [7] (Browder) that FixT is closed and convex. Additionally, Fi.XT 0 0 by Theorem 1.16. Hence (see, e.g., [21: page 12] ) there is exactly one pe FixT such that JJpJJ = min{IIzII I z E Fi.xT}. Consider an arbitrary subsequence (x' ) of (x,,) now, where (x,,) is choosen according to Lemma 1.13. Following the proofs of Theorem 1.14 and Theorem 4.2 we obtain some q € E and some subsequence (x) of (x,) such that x,' --+ q, Tq = q and IlfI = min{ 11 , where A was additionally demanded to be convex and (E, fl) had to be a smooth normed space possessing a duality mapping which is weakly sequentially continuous at 0. (3) For further fixed point iterations on starshaped domains see, e.g., [37] .
Comparison of the properties "non-expansive" and "pseudo-contractive" with"nearly pseudo-contractive"
The following theorem shows that the terms pseudo-contractive and nearly pseudocontractive coincide in case of a Hilbert space. Therefore Theorem 1.16 contains, as a special case, the results of Göhde [24] , Crandall and Pazy [10] and Reinermann [37] , which were already mentioned in the introduction. for all x, Y E E it follows from X..LB y that ZJR y.
Then (E, ) is a Hilbert space.
Proof: According to a result of James [29: Corollary 4.71, it suffices to show that for all two-dimensional subspaces F of E and for all x E F there exists a y € F \ {O} such that XJR y. Therefore suppose F = E{ej, e2}, x = z 1 e 1 + z9e2 E F and let u be an arbitrary element of JE (x). Without loss of generality we may assume that u(e2 ) 96 0, so that y := e 1 -(u(e i )/u(e2 ))e 2 E F \ {0} is well-defined. Clearly, u(y) = 0 and so, by Lemma 5.3, zJ y. Since (**) implies that tJR y, we are done I for all z, y E E it follows from HzH < ily ll that JE(Z -y)(y) _< 0. ZL 8 y. Then ll z < li z + ÀyIl for all ) E IR, and so it follows from (* * s) that J(x -(x + Ày))(x + Ay) < 0, i.e. )tJ(y)(x) + À2 11 y 11 2 > 0. For A > 0 (A <0) this implies that J(y)(z) + A 11 y 11 2 > 0 ( ! 5 0), from which we conclude that J(y)(x) ^! 0 (< 0) letting A -i 0 + (A -0-). Hence J(y)(x) = 0 and so Y.LB x by Lemma 5.3. We have shown that 18 Remark 5.11: With the help of explicit counter-examples and in view of Lemma 2.1, we see that the following relations hold in general: (a) "T nearly pseudo-contractive" implies "T pseudo-contractive", but the converse implication does not hold; (b) "T non-expansive" implies "T pseudo-contrative", but the converse implication does not hold; (c) "T non-expansive" and "T nearly pseudo-contractive" are independent.
